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Index Maintenance 

Ron Johnson 

Column change counts are maintained by SQL Server internal using the COLMODCTRS counter. 

Automatic Statistics update occurs when the amount of change in a table with more than 500 
rows is 500 + 20%. 

Statistics may be updated synchronously (blocks queries) or asynchronously (maintains current statistics 
while computing updates – non-blocking). 

Useful queries for managing statistics: 

SELECT STATS_DATE(tableid, indexid)   

SELECT STATS_DTE(object_id(tableName, 1) 

SELECT name, index_id FROM sys_indexes WHERE object_id = object_id(tableName) AND 
index_id  > 0 

SELECT CAST (object_name(object_id) AS VARCHAR(30)) AS ‘Table’, cast (name AS 
VARCHAR(30) AS ‘Name’, stats_id FROM sys_stats WHERE objectproperty (object_id, 
‘IsUserTable’) = 1 AND (auto_created = 1 or user_created = 1) ORDER BY 1, 3 

 To updates the distribution statistics for all indexes on a table. 

UPDATE STATISTICS tableName 

To updates only the distribution information for a specific INDEX on a table.  

UPDATE STATISTICS tableName indexName 

To create and then update a statistics group for columnName1 and columnName2 columns in a table. 

CREATE STATISTICS indexName  
   ON tableName (columnName1, columnName2) 
   WITH SAMPLE 50 PERCENT 
GO 
 
UPDATE STATISTICS tableName(indexName)  
   WITH SAMPLE 50 PERCENT 
GO 

To update the indexName statistics group (collection) in the tableName table, force a full scan of all 
rows in the tableName table, and turns off automatic statistics updating for the statistics group 
(collection). 
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UPDATE STATISTICS tableName (indexName) 
   WITH FULLSCAN, NORECOMPUTE 
GO 

 

The system stored procedure to update the statistics of all user-defined and internal tables in the current 
database. 
 

EXEC sp_updatestats 
 
To determine INDEX fragmentation for all INDEXes on a table use: 
 

SELECT a.index_id, name, avg_fragmentation_in_percent 
FROM sys.dm_db_index_physical_stats (DB_ID(), OBJECT_ID(tableName), 
     NULL, NULL, NULL) AS a 
    JOIN sys.indexes AS b ON a.object_id = b.object_id AND a.index_id = b.index_id; 
GO 
 

Rebuilding an INDEX drops and re-creates the INDEX. This removes fragmentation, reclaims disk 
space by compacting the pages based on the specified or existing fill factor setting, and reorders the 
INDEX rows in contiguous pages. When ALL is specified, all INDEXes on the table are dropped and 
rebuilt in a single transaction. FOREIGN KEY constraints do not have to be dropped in advance. When 
INDEX es with 128 extents or more are rebuilt, the Database Engine defers the actual page 
deallocations, and their associated locks, until after the transaction commits. 
 

REBUILD an INDEX when fragmentation is greater than 30%. 
 

ALTER INDEX indexName ON tableName 
REBUILD WITH (ONLINE = ON); 
GO 

 

ALTER INDEX ALL ON tableName REBUILD 
WITH (FILLFACTOR = 80, SORT_IN_TEMPDB = ON, 
STATISTICS_NORECOMPUTE = ON ONLINE = ON); 
GO 

 

Reorganizing an INDEX uses minimal system resources. It defragments the leaf level of clustered and 
nonclustered INDEXes on tables and views by physically reordering the leaf-level pages to match the 
logical, left to right, order of the leaf nodes. Reorganizing also compacts the index pages. Compaction is 
based on the existing fill factor value. 

 
REORGANIZE an INDEX when fragmentation is greater than 5% but less than 30%. 

 

 ALTER INDEX indexName ON tableName 
 REORGANIZE; 
 
 
 


